
Test Managers Report 5th September 2015
Wiltshire Wet Leo’s,

Cotswold Sailing Club, Spinnaker Lake, Lake 9
Cerney Wick Lane, Cotswold Water Park,

Wiltshire.

We held our 6th water tests on the 5th September, though the weather was cold and overcast the day 
ran smoothly and every member of the group mucked in to ensure that the day ran smoothly. 

Our judges for the day were Helen Matthews and Nik Knot, who did an exceptional job supporting 
everyone in their efforts to achieve a pass and providing invaluable feedback to handlers/owners 
who just need a bit more time and practice to obtain the illusive next hurdle. 

We had 12 entries in total which included an invitation for the B test:
Five entries for the A test with 4 dogs passing, all passes where invited to enter the B test, 
with only 1 taking up the invitation.

Three B test entries, of which we had one pass from our 9 year old veteran Oakley 
(Kjalarnes Standard Bearer).   

Two C test entries, with one entry who came all the way over from Belgium to participate in 
the day. Unfortunately neither dogs achieved a pass mark this time.  

One D test, our first own WWL entry at this level, handler and dog have only been 
practising at this level since July and struggled with the first exercise but continued on to 
make the most of the day as a training session. 

Special thank you to:

Colin Marriott and Jayne, who came and supported us as on the day, even though at this time they 
do not have a dog to work at this time. 

Debbie Harris, who kept the hot drinks coming through out the day, helping to keep the team warm 
and my caffeine level up.

Colin Marriott, Dave Harris and Tania Matthews, who where our boat stewards. 

Our Judges; Helen Matthews and Nik Knot and Tania for being our stranger for the day,

Stewards: Fiona Parry, Bonnie Hopkins, Colin Marriott, Dave Harris, Margaret Rorke and 
Sharon Springle



Wiltshire Wet Leo 5th September 2015 Test Passes

Registered Name Call Name DoB Owner Handler Section
LIONSCOURT FORTUNA Kuma 25/04/2014 Sharon Springel Sharon Springel A
LIONSCOURT DAMOCLES Dakota 23/05/2011 Debbie Harris Dave Harris A
BRYNARIAN KATUNGA Beaufort 12/08/2011 Louise Baldwin/Richard Newton Louise Baldwin A
CLEON MYZELLI CARNELIAN Tehya 02/06/2012 Debbie Harris Simeon Bystrzanowski A
KJALARNES STANDARD BEARER Oakley 19/08/2006 Bonnie Hopkins Bonnie Hopkins B


